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SUXXEED OFFROAD®
The new offroad shoe range
by HECKEL
Specialising in safety shoes since 1970, HECKEL is recognised for the
performance, quality, and style of its products. Today, the company presents
its new range of Suxxeed Offroad® shoes, including a high model, a low model,
and a winter boot. Completely amagnetic, lightweight, and versatile, these
shoes are aimed at professionals in the building and construction industries,
general industry, logistics, maintenance, utilities and work in damp
environments. Available in UK sizes 3 to 14.5, the models in this range will be
on sale from April 2017.

Complete protection
The Suxxeed Offroad® range of safety shoes is characterised by the double
density (PU 2D) PU sole, renowned for its perfect shock absorption. The sole
is non-slip in accordance with the requirements of the SRC standard.
In addition, the grooves at the rear of the sole improve grip when the heel
first meets the ground.
Resistant to oils, hydrocarbons, and chemical products, the soles of Suxxeed
Offroad® safety shoes meet the specific needs of professionals in sectors
such as construction, energy, logistics, maintenance, and others. Equipped
with safety reflectors, all the models in the range ensure the wearer remains
completely visible, improving their safety out in the field.
In addition, the toe caps on Suxxeed Offroad® shoes protect the user from
falling objects with up to 200J force and compression forces of up to
15,000N. Completely amagnetic, they are much lighter than standard toe
caps and adapt to all morphologies whilst conducting less heat and cold.
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Shoes in the Suxxeed Offroad® range are also equipped with non-metallic puncture resistant
midsole that provide the wearer with flexibility whilst protecting the entire surface of the foot.

Matchless comfort
Equipped with a breathable lining of 3D mesh, Suxxeed Offroad® safety shoes are
characterised by their comfort. The insoles absorb and effectively wick perspiration, ensuring
fast drying times and long-term user comfort. The EVA foam insert in the heel improves
shock absorption. The winter boot is fully lined with fleece to provide excellent thermal
insulation.
The reduced number of seams at the front of the foot limits the number of pressure points
when the shoes flex, and improves resistance to penetration by liquids.
The outdoor look reflects the Heckel slogan: Performance with style.

About HECKEL
A family company located in La Walck, Alsace, HECKEL took a decisive turn in 1948 when Joseph
Heckel, a former footballer, created the first soft-toed football boot, which included the first use of
screwed studs: the "2H". In 1970, HECKEL became a specialist in safety shoes.
A leading French company, HECKEL is a pioneer in the PPE sector, and over 50 years has grown to
dominate the safety shoe market.
In 2001, the German group uvex, a world leader in PPE, acquired HECKEL SECURITE. Innovative
and recognised for its quality products, through this partnership uvex ensured continued growth and
new momentum for the company. Today HECKEL operates around three core values: performance,
quality, and style.
www.heckel.fr
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